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Abstract—We introduce a modeling language, called Adaptive RML, for the representation of early requirements for Self-adaptive systems (SAS), which monitor and adapt to changing end-user requirements, operating context conditions, and resource availability. The language has graphical primitives in line with classical goal modeling languages and is formalized via a mapping to Techne. Such models enable the analyst to formulate and analyze the runtime requirements adaptation problem during early requirements engineering, before moving to detailed specification. Early validation is performed by modeling the same case study in an established goal modeling language and in Adaptive RML. The results suggest that context and resource concepts, as well as relegation and influence relations should be part of graphical modeling languages used to make early requirements models for SAS and to perform analysis over them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A self-adaptive system (SAS) can change its behavior in response to anticipated and unanticipated variations in its operating context, its users’ requirements, and the availability of its resources. Requirements engineering (RE) for SAS is receiving increasing attention in research and has been recognized as one of the key areas where progress is needed in order to enable the engineering of SAS [1].

Initial work on high-variability design in [2] models variability in user’s goals and alternatives for goal achievement, which is reflected in the design and coding of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents. This work provided a basis to extend Tropos for adaptive systems [3], where design abstraction like goal-conditions and environment modeling are added to Tropos goal models and correspondingly a mapping is provided to Jadex BDI architecture. This approach is confined to the design of adaptive BDI agents and requires fine-grained knowledge about the domain to specify the alternative solutions and goal achievement conditions enabling the agent to switch its behavior in a given environment.

Whittle et al. [4], proposed a language to represent uncertainty in requirements via fuzzy operators and using Fuzzy Branching Temporal logic as the underlying framework. In the context of KAOS [5], mitigation strategies are proposed to accommodate uncertainty and failures with obstacle analysis [6]. We proposed to engineer “adaptive requirements” using goal models and ontologies to make explicit the domain assumptions and requirements for feedback loop functions (i.e. monitoring, evaluation criteria, and adaptation alternative) [7]. Similar ideas were adopted by Baresi et al. [8] to extend KAOS goal models. The concept of adaptive goals has been introduced to specify adaptation strategies, while qualitative goals are relaxed by being replaced with fuzzy goals, the satisfaction of the former being binary, while the latter are associated to a continuous fuzzy membership function, the value of which is interpreted as the level of satisfaction of the fuzzy goal.

Ongoing research has also recognized the need to ensure that SAS have a runtime representation of their own requirements, i.e., that requirements should become artifact used, processed, and changed at runtime [7], [9], [8], [10].

Considerable part of current research into the RE for SAS focuses on the specification of requirements for SAS, while there is comparatively less interest in what information should be part of early requirements models for SAS. In particular, how should early requirements models reflect (i) that there is uncertainty in the behavior and properties of the operating context and of the SAS, (ii) that the context of the SAS can vary and that this should influence the behavior of the SAS, and (iii) that resources of the SAS may vary, and that the SAS should adapt to those variables.

In response, we build on the core ontology for RE [11] and introduce two new concepts i.e. context and resource as well as two new relations, relegation and influence, formalized using Techne expressions [12] that are helpful in the early phases of RE to formulate the requirements problem for a SAS. In our view, this problem should be treated as a dynamic problem, where changes in requirements, contexts and resources lead to a new requirements problem, which in turns calls for new solutions. We propose to call it “runtime requirements adaptation problem” in [13].

Based on this, we introduce here a new modeling language for early requirements for SAS, called Adaptive RML, to model the runtime requirements adaptation problem and perform analysis by finding candidate solutions.
The aim of this paper is to introduce Adaptive RML, its concepts, relations, modeling guidelines and analysis features needed for early RE for SAS. This is a first attempt to provide a concrete RML for early RE that provides the necessary concepts and relations to model requirements for SAS and enables the analyst to perform analysis about the candidate solutions as function of contexts, where not only the conditions or resource demand changes but also the requirements problem changes. We motivate the need for Adaptive RML to model requirements for SAS using an example from a travel domain. As a preliminary validation, we model the example first with i* [14], identify the information needed for early RE of SAS and that cannot be modeled in i*, then introduce Adaptive RML.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the example modeled with i*, and compares it with the same example in Adaptive RML. Section 3 presents Adaptive RML. Section 4 discusses Adaptive RML in light of related work. Section 5 summarizes conclusions and directions for future work.

II. MODELING THE REQUIREMENTS OF iComp

Requirements modeling in the early steps of RE aims to establish in a rough way the overall purpose of the system, how well it should achieve that purpose, how it would achieve it, and what resources it needs to mobilize in order to do so. This requires the elicitation of requirements from stakeholders, their interpretation, restructuring, refinement, classification as instances of concepts, the identification of relations between them, and their representation in models.

Most of the ongoing works on modeling requirements for SAS fall within goal-oriented modeling, since the goal abstraction provides an intuitive way to capture high level criteria the system should fulfill in order to meet users expectations. In this section, we focus on a simple scenario for a travel booking application. We model it with the i* requirements modeling language and identify key elements that are missing in this language for modeling requirements for SAS. Here we describe an excerpt of a scenario from a travel companion case study introduced in our prior work [7], in which self-adaptive properties of the system are illustrated.

**Scenario:** The iComp application is a self-adaptive system that aids business travelers while on the move. It supports them in booking their travels, making payment and receiving timely updated information about their booking confirmation (e.g., confirmed, canceled, in progress). The booking confirmation messages must be sent to the user (customer) via Email or SMS (i.e. most preferred method) instantly (i.e. in less than an hour or maximum less than 1 day) on their device (i.e. laptop or mobile) and depending on their context (i.e. home or market). Payment must be ensured before iComp sends the message (i.e. composing the message) by selecting a suitable message format (i.e. size, scaling, format) to adapt to the device from which they will be read. Finally, in case there are some problems (i.e. user is not accessible) and the message cannot be delivered to the user then iComp must send the message to an alternative recipient (e.g., the customer’s secretary).

A. Requirements Modeling with i*

Fig. 1 shows i* strategic dependency and rationales models for the travel booking scenario. In the main scenario, the user and the system are represented by circles, whereby the content of the dashed ovals (strategic rationales) represents their goals, tasks, and resources. We can see in this model that what leads the user to choose the iComp for travel booking results from the analysis of the root task of Schedule Travel, which is decomposed into the goal of Travel Booked and the softgoals of Low Cost and Quick. These softgoals are negatively influenced (shown with contribution links) by the subtask of Book Flight through iComp, however, partially satisfies the Low Cost and Quick softgoals. This task in turn depends on the iComp Actor, since the associated goal Travel Itinerary Booked has been assigned to the system.

The strategic rationale model of iComp reveals a decomposition of goal Travel Itinerary Booked into three main goals Flight Booked, Payment Made and Confirmation Message Sent. For example, we can now reason about Confirmation Message Sent, which is decomposed into two goals i.e. goals: Message Transfer Method Selected and Message Composed. Along their subsequent means of accomplishing tasks, and assess their contributions towards softgoals Quick and Easy to produce, which helps in ranking a particular solution. For example, tasks: Send via SMS and Send via Email with means to use resources: Travel Itinerary and Mobile Phone contributes fully and partially to the softgoal Quick, which in turn satisfies softgoal Convenience. The aim of this analysis is to identify one particular solution that satisfies the high level goals and optimally satisfies the softgoals.

Modeling iComp in i* lead us to identify some limitations of the language when used for SAS. i* does not provide concepts for the modeling of alternative solutions to the requirements problem, which are feasible in different contexts. For instance, in context (e.g. Home) the candidate solution should be Send Message via Email and in another context, e.g. Market, Send message via SMS should be more appropriate in case no 3G or no smartphone is available for the user, and so on. That is we were not able to model the fact that the context of the user may change as well as resources availability, and ultimately to capture monitoring conditions and evaluation criteria that should characterize the dynamically adaptive behavior of the system. Moreover, in i*, it is not possible to model quality constraints, such as send the message within one hour after the payment,
and domain assumptions that need to be made explicit during the analysis as they contribute to the definition of the requirement problem, such as standard Credit Card Options must be Displayed.

Efforts has been made to capture requirements for SAS by extending i*/Tropos [3], [15]. The main idea behind these extensions is to annotate goal models. For instance, in [3] goal achievements conditions and environment modeling (using UML class diagrams) is used to annotate the i*/Tropos goal model, and transform them for use with an implementation architecture (e.g. BDI). Similarly in [15] location abstraction is used to formalize context and annotating the variation point (e.g. AND/OR decomposition) within a goal model. This approach provides a systematic design-time approach to build context models based on locations concepts (e.g. using UML class diagrams). Common to both approaches is the use of UML notation to formalize the concept of environment and context hierarchies. Both approaches are focused on finding a single best solution in case of adaptation. Moreover, both of the approaches are limited to show how the system can move across contexts (with changing domain assumptions, resource availability) by altering the requirements problem with respect to the variety of candidate solutions.

B. Requirements Modeling with Adaptive RML

Differently from the previously mentioned extensions of goal-oriented modeling languages for SAS, we rest on Techne [12], an abstract modeling language for early requirements, which adopts the core ontology for RE [11]. This core ontology extends the goal-oriented perspective allowing to model optional requirements, preferences, and to treat fully non-functional requirements in terms of approximations and quality constraints. The basic elements of Techne models are requirements, modeled as propositions that are labeled as domain assumptions, goals, quality constraints, or tasks. A requirement can be mandatory or optional. Connections between model elements are used to represent how the satisfaction of an element may impact the satisfaction of the other, through inference and conflict. Preferences are used to compare requirements in terms of desirability. Performing the analysis of a requirements problem specified in Techne, results in finding candidate solutions in terms of tasks and quality constraints that together satisfy all mandatory goals and cover, as much as possible, optional ones.

The proposed modeling language for SAS, called Adaptive RML, builds on Techne by adding two new concepts, namely, context and resource, and two relations, i.e. relegation and influence. Adaptive RML has its own visual notation. In the rest of this section we illustrate an Adaptive RML model of iComp with the aim to provide a preliminary qualitative evidence about its support in overcoming the limits mentioned above in modeling requirements for SAS. A detailed account of Adaptive RML will be given in the ensuing sections.

Fig.2, shows a requirements model for iComp in Adaptive RML (in form of a Techne r-net). Its root level goal Travel Itinerary Booked is modeled as a mandatory node (modeled as M node, a unary relationship). It is decomposed via an binary inference relation (modeled as black I node with a arrow) into the other mandatory goals: Flight Booked, Payment Made and Confirmation Message Sent, to represent the fact that it will be satisfied through the joint
satisfaction of these three goals.

Let’s focus on the goal: Confirmation Message Sent (i.e. the shaded part of the model), which is decomposed into two goals: Message Transfer Method Selected and Message Composed via inference relation. We can add here information that were missing in i* model, i.e. the domain assumption Booking Confirmation is sent after the payment is assured (modeled as rounded rectangle) and the quality constraint Message sent in < 1 hour after the payment (modeled as diamond shape) connecting them through the same inference node.

An influence relation is added among the two decomposed goals: Message Transfer Method Selected and Message Composed (modeled as dotted green line with arrowhead) to account for the prevailing context conditions and resource availability that influences the achievement of goal: Message Composed. For example, if the context conditions support to choose Email as a candidate transfer method, the ways to satisfy goal: Message Composed is by selection a correct format that is either text or html.

The analysis of the Message Transfer Method Selected proceeds by linking via inference nodes task-rooted subgraphs, which defines candidate solutions. Besides tasks e.g. Send via SMS (modeled as hollow motion arrow), each candidate solution includes domain assumptions e.g. User has mobile and laptop, context e.g. Market, Home (labeled as C with its number, associated to @ symbol¹), and resources e.g. Mobile Phone (modeled as a rectangle). Preferences (dotted line with doubled empty arrow heads) are used to compare requirements in candidate solutions, and thereby compare candidate solutions; e.g., Send via SMS is preferred over Send via Email.

Requirements can be in conflict (e.g. Send via Email is in conflict with Send via PostMail (dotted line with C in the middle with red color). Conflict is shown due to the difference in quality constraint e.g. email updates in < 5 mins, whereas post mail updates in 1 business day. Notice that it was not possible to model these information with i*.

Optional solutions, in case of problems (e.g. user is not accessible, as mentioned in the scenario) can be identified via a relegation relation (modeled as dotted light red line with arrowhead between two possible candidate solutions). For instance, Place Call relegates Send via SMS. This allows to take into account the situation in which a user’s context changed resulting in being not accessible (e.g. C3 [Cx:getLocation()= Null]), and

¹@ labels a concept defined in domain ontology e.g. travel.
to describe as preferred the solution to make the user able to access the resources Confirmation Message and Ticket Itinerary, via contacting her secretary. The Place Call task is inferred via a domain assumption (e.g. All secretaries has landline phone) and a resource (e.g. contact list) and the context (e.g. C3 [Cx:getLocation()= Null]).

Summary. Gain in expressiveness of Adaptive RML with respect to i* models are summarized below:

- we can model information about context, resources and domain assumptions that need to be monitored by the SAS in order to enable adaptation;
- softgoals evaluation in i* is subjective and provides no clear evidence to rank a solution. In Adaptive RML, candidate solutions can be ranked and evaluated via quality constraints over measurements that may be collected by the SAS;
- candidate solutions can be associated with contexts.

III. ADAPTIVE RML: EARLY REQUIREMENTS MODELING LANGUAGE FOR SAS

In RE, early requirements phase results in the information gathered from the stakeholders. An RML supports this activity enabling the analyst to structure and relate this information meaningfully by modeling it therefore formulating a requirements problem and later conduct analysis to resolve the requirements problem by finding candidate solutions. For this reason, we adopted Techne as a starting point for our modeling language. Techne provides a simple formalism for the formulation of the runtime requirements adaptation problem during early RE, and it includes concepts (goal, task, domain assumption, softgoal, and quality constraint), and relations (e.g. refinement, conflict, preference, is-mandatory, is-optional) that remain relevant for the RE of SAS. More specifically, we extend these concepts along the necessary properties of SAS identified earlier in this paper.

We proposed the addition of two new concepts (i.e. context and resource) and relations (i.e. relegation and influence), relevant to RE for SAS, in Techne. We formalized these concepts and relations using the formalism provided by Techne (more details are available in [13]). In this section, the new concepts and relations are discussed, together with the language visual syntax, modeling guidelines and analysis that can be performed over models.

A. Concepts & Relations

We define the concepts and relationships in order to formulate the requirements problem for SAS. Addition of these concepts and relations leads us to an ontology for requirements in SAS and the formulation of the runtime requirements adaptation problem as a dynamic problem of changing (e.g. switching, re-configuring, optimizing) the SAS from one requirements problem to another requirements problem, whereby the changing is due to change in requirements, context conditions, and/or resource availability [13]. We add two new concepts, Context and Resource as well as relations Relegation and Influence that enhance the tool set for the proposed Adaptive RML to model and analyze requirements for SAS.

Context: This concepts allows modeling information that the stakeholders assume to hold when they communicate particular requirements. We say that every requirement depends on one or more contexts to express the fact that the requirement would not be retracted by the stakeholders in every one of these contexts. This information needs to be made explicit in the early requirements model for SAS. For instance, in our example we modeled “context” as information about location (e.g. Office or Market), which are defined as concepts in a specific domain ontology (e.g. travel), and we linked them to tasks via an inference relation. In Fig.2, context is shown as e.g. “C1 [Cx:getLocation()= @Market]” where “@Market” is an instance of a concept term (i.e. Location) defined in a domain ontology. Combining requirements and context reveals interesting cases, where we can see requirements maybe in conflict.

Resource: The concept of resource has been well supported in RE methods such as in goal-oriented approaches [5], [14], [2]. In our case, we define it as an entity that is referred to by the requirements, e.g., physical/tangible entities such as mobile phone, ticket itinerary; e.g., intangible entities, such as user assets (social relations or contacts). In order to introduce resources in the definition of the requirements adaptation problem for SAS, we need to elicit a resource availability function that tells us which resources are available and used in some way, in order to ensure that the relevant domain assumptions and context propositions hold, and that the tasks can be executed. Here again we may exploit ontology definitions of user-assets and asset modifiers that represents tasks effects on their resources, as proposed in [16]. In the modeled example shown in Fig.2, we introduced “Mobile Phone” and “Laptop” as resources available in different contexts.

Relegation relation: The purpose of the Relegation relation (Rel for short) is being primarily twofold. First, it facilitates engineer at design-time to analyze requirements (including goals, quality constraints, preferences) and regulate their associated conditions (e.g. pre/post, achievement, trigger conditions) by anticipating runtime change scenarios. Secondly, it enables SAS at runtime to analyze requirements problem in case of changes that can occur dynamically e.g. change in user’s context, violation of domain assumption, resource usage or change in user’s need or preference, either through sensing the operational environment or explicitly given by the end-user.

A Rel is applied to manage unanticipated events, by flexibly relegating some of the requirements, with the aim to avoid failure in achieving the critical ones. In this case
by applying \( \text{Rel} \), either the solution that operationalizes a goal needs to be replaced, or an instance of the same goal with revised conditions is linked using \( \text{Rel} \) with the original goal e.g. in Fig.2, candidate solution “Send via SMS” is relegated by “Place Call”, when context conditions change. In this example, the instance of the original goal is not compromised rather relegation is considered by replacing the preferred solution with an optional solution.

**Influence relation:** An influence relation (\( \text{Inf} \) for short) is introduced to analyze the impact of changes in model elements that define different, mutual dependent requirements. This means, if change in the operational environment or in end-user requirements happens at runtime it might cause a change in another requirement. This chain of dependency needs to be identified, since along them we may identify changes consequences such as violation of a goal or a invalid solutions. For example, in Fig.2, if no candidate solution is possible to achieve the goal “Message Transfer Method Selected” due to invalid context and domain conditions, then this goal will fail, which causes a violation in satisfying the corresponding goal i.e. “Message Composed”. Similar dependencies can be collected and subsequent consequences are determined by analyzing the impact of changed solution.

### C. Modeling in Adaptive RML

Adaptive RML makes no assumptions and imposes no constraints on how the information is acquired while modeling the requirements for SAS. At modeling time a requirements model in Adaptive RML (in the form of Techne r-Net) is constructed by recording and structuring relevant information obtained through elicitation. As a result, the runtime requirements adaptation problem is formulated for the SAS-to-be. New pieces of information are gathered during modeling time to refine the problem iteratively. At

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual Notation</th>
<th>Definition of Concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>A goal represents a desired state of affairs, the achievement of which can be measured and is definitively concluded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft goal</td>
<td>A softgoal represents a desired state of affairs, the achievement of which can only be estimated, not definitively concluded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task/service</td>
<td>A task corresponds to an activity, an action whose achievement leads to the definitive conclusion of its means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality constraint</td>
<td>A quality constraint is desired value of non-binary measurable properties of the system-to-be that constrains a goal or a softgoal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain assumption</td>
<td>A domain assumption is a condition within which the system-to-be will be performing tasks in order to achieve the goals, quality constraints, and satisfy as best as feasible the softgoals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>A resource is an entity either tangible or intangible referred to by one or more instances of the information communicated during elicitation by the stakeholder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>A context is a set of information (condition) that is presupposed by the stakeholders to hold when they communicate particular requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontology Concept</td>
<td>A concept is a general idea or notion that corresponds to some class of entities and that consists of the characteristic or essential features of the class, represented in ontology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence relation</td>
<td>An influence relation stands between a requirement that is the immediate consequence of another set of requirements, the former is called the conclusion, the latter the premises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>A conflict relation stands between all members (two or more) of a minimally inconsistent set of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference relation</td>
<td>A preference relation defined the stakeholder evaluations of requirements that determine the desirability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is-Mandatory relation</td>
<td>An is-Mandatory relation is unary that states the evaluation of stakeholder of requirement, which may be desirable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Link</td>
<td>An association link is a connection between two elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relegation Relation</td>
<td>A relegation relation is n-array relation that stands between one or more requirements, to relax conditions imposed over them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak-Influence</td>
<td>An influence relation stands between a requirement to another requirement and determines the impact of change between them. There are two types, weak-influence and strong-influence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** Visual guide for concepts and relations in Adaptive RML.
We add which requirements or tasks can be either achieved or not. Constructed, we further anticipate the various situations in which requirements or tasks can be either achieved or not. We add context node to each requirement/task (modeled as symbol C with number and description). Context refers to any information, which is presupposed by the stakeholder and we make it explicit, e.g. an instance of a location etc. A domain ontology complments this context information by precisely defining the terms (instances of context). We link context with an ontology annotation (shown as @) via an association link.

While discovering tasks and context that can satisfy requirements, we may also identify resources that the tasks need to use. We add resource node (shown as rectangle) via (I) node with each task. Note that resource concept is also available in other RML, however, we distinguish it as not only tangible e.g. mobile phone, Fax machine, but also intangible e.g. assets such as money, time, agenda. In our model, each resource may have domain assumptions or quality constraint attached to it via (I) node.

6- Modeling Influence and Relegation Relations:

Finally, we infer during refinement of the model that set of requirements/tasks may have influence on the achievement of each other. Influence relation (modeled as green dotted line with arrowhead and symbol (s-inf) or (w-inf)) is added between a set of requirements/task, where the achievement of the former becomes critical due to the achievement of others (strong influence i.e. s-inf). If achievement of the latter is not critical, it will be modeled as weak (w-inf). However, it becomes interesting in case of tasks, where execution of one tasks may have influence of other tasks.

Finally, we look for conflicting context conditions, resource availabilities, quality criteria which may helps to determine requirements/tasks whose achievement can be delayed or relaxed. We add relegation relation (modeled as light red dotted line with arrowhead and symbol (Rel)) between requirements/task that are less critical to the requirements/task more critical/preferred to in corporate uncertainty about changes in context or resource availability.

D. Towards Detailed Specification Analysis

Analysis in Adaptive RML suggests which candidate solutions are relevant in the prevailing context conditions and resource availability. A requirements model holds the requirements problem defined for a SAS-to-be, along with candidate solutions. This model is used by the analyst to discover “Adaptive requirements” by looking at differences between candidates solutions that are modeled.

Adaptive requirements are requirements that not only hold the definition of functional or non-functional requirements but encompass the notion of variability, by having monitoring specification, evaluation criteria and adaptation alternatives. To discover them detailed analysis is performed on the available information represented in the early requirements model. We analyze the candidate solutions that remain valid in a particular situation. We look at the context nodes and domain assumptions, we anticipate changes as we move to a different context and this leads to different
resource availability requirements. Alternative solutions can be inferred during this process.

Adaptive requirements help specifying alternative ways to adapt to context and resource changes via a pattern, details of which are out of the scope of this paper. Consider, while monitoring runtime changes, SAS moves across different contexts by altering the requirements problem that leads to change in candidate solutions. At runtime, several solutions get activated based on context and based on resource availability. Mechanisms for adaptation are triggered, therefore, reasoning over the adaptive requirement leads SAS moves (i.e. enact adaptation) to the candidate solution which is appropriate to the new current context.

For example, an adaptive requirement can be defined as **ARI1**: *Message must be composed by selecting an appropriate format*. From this we determine that appropriate format i.e. HTML or Text, needs to be selected as modeled in Fig.2. But to select the candidate solution, we need to monitor the user’s context (e.g. Office, Home) and resources (e.g. Mobile phone or Laptop) and domain assumptions with quality preferences. Along monitoring specification, we need also to specify evaluation criteria to check the difference between two tasks. Based on this criteria, among the possible candidate solutions that are adaptation actions e.g. tasks and domain assumptions in a context, a possible candidate solution will be selected. For instance, while monitoring the user context, resource, any change can lead to change the selected format, i.e. either html or text format.

So far, we argued on the need of a requirements modeling language (RML) for SAS that enable the analyst to capture and analyze requirements for SAS by incorporating the above core properties of SAS at early stages of RE. Below we present how the SAS at runtime tries to resolve a runtime requirements adaptation problem, by finding and comparing a candidate solution in response to changing context, resource variability using its own requirements model and detailed specification i.e. adaptive requirements.

**E. Detailed Specification at Runtime:**

We recognize that in case of SAS, not all information can be collected, defined during requirements- or at design-time, but that this will depend at runtime when the system exploits its solutions implemented using different technologies (e.g. exploiting available services or agents). For example, any variation in the context and resource availability can be monitored or recorded by gathering the data through sensors, then matching patterns of data provides implications on the satisfaction of the goals. However, regardless of the technologies used, the SAS still needs to be designed to ensure the general conditions and relations that the requirement problem states: e.g., that the SAS needs an internal representation of information pertaining to contexts, domain assumptions, tasks, goals, and so on.

To give an intuition about how the adaptive requirements specification can support runtime adaptation, in Fig.4, an adaptation sequence is shown along the time dimension, where the SAS operates as per the candidate solution (S1) selected to satisfy the particular context and resource variation. At this time (t1) the SAS, while monitoring, evaluates the user’s current situation and attempts to satisfy a given set of goals (e.g. Confirmation Message Sent, Message Transfer Format Selected) and quality constraints via its candidate solution. A candidate solution is composed of tasks, domain assumptions that hold valid for a context and available resources to achieve such tasks. E.g., candidate solution S1: Context: (@Market), Resource: (Mobile Phone), Task: (Send via SMS), Domain Assumption: (All Users have Mobile Phone & Laptop) was selected, but due to traveling, the context is not recognized anymore. Therefore the SAS has to reason about this change at time (t2) by looking at the difference in candidate solutions with respect to context conditions, resource availabilities and user preferences. SAS performs the reasoning based on the differences among the alternative candidate solutions, which states a comparison and ranking of the solutions based on criteria e.g. (S1) Send via SMS is not valid, (S2) Send via Email is not feasible as user’s context is not recognized. Thus, the change in requirements problem, changes the candidate solution in different contexts and with different resources. The adaptive requirements play critical role here, as they operationalize the mechanisms for adaptation i.e. monitor and evaluating the difference between candidate solutions and provides criteria to compare and rank them. To reason on adaptive requirements, automated reasoning techniques (e.g. AI Planning) can be employed. Discussion on such techniques is out of the scope of this paper.

Finally SAS selects a candidate solution e.g. “Place Call” by evaluating the relegation relation, specified earlier in the adaptive RML model and detailed in adaptive requirements e.g. S4 ∼ S3 ∼ S2. The new candidate solution S4: Context: (Null), Resource: (Contact List), Task: (Place Call), Domain Assumption: (All Secretaries have landline Phone).
Advantages and open aspects of the proposed language, will be discussed with respect to state-of-art work and along well recognized issues in requirements modeling for SAS, which include uncertainty about environment conditions and resource availability, context awareness and monitoring, requirements reflection and runtime reasoning.

Systems that operate in an open environment, need to be able to manage uncertainty about environment conditions and resource availability. So for instance our system has to be designed in a way that it can communicate through SMS if the cell phone is on and connection is available, and if not, choose a different way to communicate. An attempt to address this problem at requirements time has been proposed within the RELAX framework [4], through the use of a language that provides three types of operators to handle uncertainty: temporal (e.g. eventually, until, as early as), ordinal (e.g. as close, as many), and modal (i.e. shall, may / or). The RELAX language semantics is formalized in Fuzzy Branching Temporal Logic. In [6], a set of analysis methods are then provided to support goal modeling refinement towards detailed design, which exploit mitigation strategies based on obstacle analysis, and lead eventually to relax constraining conditions (i.e. our quality conditions). Analogously, the approaches proposed in [3] and [8] propose interesting methods to deal with uncertainty at detailed design.

In Adaptive RML, we provide, the Relegate relation, which is more general than the RELAX operators [4], since we do not commit to fuzzy logic: we only ask for a way to represent alternatives and to compare them. In this sense, RELAX can be seen as a particular way to implement the Relegate relation, and obtains a straightforward interpretation in the language we used here. There are other ways to handle uncertainty and relaxation of requirements, and our aim in this paper was to remain independent of particular approaches.

Concerning the knowledge about the resources, which are needed to achieve specific behavior while the SAS is operating, this notion of resource has been implicit in the requirements modeling languages like KAOS and i*Tropos. In case of requirements for SAS, we believe that it is necessary to model resources in a more explicit way, not only to express their variability, but also to include dynamic lifecycles that might describe their availability.

Along the dimension of context, in RE, context has been defined as An abstraction of location, an event, environment or as a set of conditions that may change overtime in [18], [19], [15]. Another common and well accepted definition of context to date is by Dey in [20], i.e., Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. Specifically, in RE for SAS, it has been argued that alternative behaviors must be supplied to the system, which can be switched to meet the changes in the environment by monitoring the context [18]. To capture the contextual variability, explicit knowledge about the domain is required. In [15], variation points are used to annotate the goal models, for representing pre-defined contexts and alternative behaviors to be exploited while reasoning over them. To use this approach, a requirements driven reconfiguration architecture is proposed in [21], which leverages the concept of context and monitor-diagnosis-compensate loop. Moreover, our Adaptive requirements, follow similar ideas, but go beyond the above mentioned approaches by making explicit domain assumptions and requirements for feedback loops [7]. However, the notion of context is trickier and brings newer requirements to be analyzed while specifying requirements for SAS. In Adaptive RML, we provided an explicit graphical notation, where context properties can be modeled exploiting specific domain ontology, which defines the domain concepts and their instances.

On the basis of recent works, we recognized issues in requirements modeling for SAS that provide premise to the proposal of Adaptive RML. For instance requirements monitoring [22], [23], [24], where the running systems must be monitored during its execution as per its own requirements model. Any runtime deviation or violation leads to needs for the system to reconcile its behavior to its requirements. In case of SAS this is critical, as it operates in an open environment where changes can occur dynamically in the operating context, availability of resources and end-user needs can change over time. In Adaptive RML, we propose modeling concepts so as to model early requirements for SAS, which then guides the detailed specification, which will eventually include monitoring specification. However, implementation of monitoring and linking early models with runtime events is nontrivial.

Requirements reflection is another issue, where ideas from computational reflection has been borrowed to provide SAS the capability to be aware of its own requirements [10]. Similarly, online goal refinement [25] is of prime importance considering the underline architecture of the intended SAS. To support runtime reasoning of requirement by SAS itself, in [9], [26], [27], we proposed a Continuous Adaptive RE (Care) framework and architecture for continuous online refinement of requirements by the system itself. This work describes different types of runtime adaptation, which are realized by exploiting incremental reasoning over adaptive requirements represented as runtime artifact. The main aim of this framework is to provide continuous refinement of requirements and provide solutions (i.e. leveraging available services) by the system at runtime involving the end-user.

Adaptive RML models and their support in deriving detailed specification in terms of adaptive requirements, represents a relevant contribution towards realizing continuous adaptive requirements engineering.
V. Conclusion & Future Work

This paper introduced Adaptive RML, a visual language for the modeling of early requirements for SAS. In contrast to previous proposals [3], [7], [6], [8] that rest on well-established goal-oriented modeling languages (i.e. i*, Tropos, Kaos), Adaptive RML builds on the abstract requirements modeling language Techne [12], which provides a richer set of concepts, along the CORE ontology for RE defined in [11], and supports requirements analysis leading to sets of candidate solutions for the stated requirements problem. A few additional concepts and relationships are used in Adaptive RML (i.e. context, resource, relegation and influence) to model and represent the runtime requirements adaptation problem and perform analysis.

The motivations for Adaptive RML were first introduced by contrasting requirements modeling of an example of SAS, made with i* and with Adaptive RML, providing also an early qualitative validation of its advantages. A detailed account of Adaptive RML was then given in terms of concepts, visual notation, modeling and analysis guidelines. Finally, novel features of Adaptive RML were discussed along the research challenges, which have been recently identified in RE for SAS [10], [1] and open points were highlighted.

As future work on Adaptive RML, we will focus on tool support for modeling and on investigating automated reasoning methods to support the analyst in finding candidate solutions in the model. To further consolidate the approach, a systematic process to guide the detailed specification in terms of adaptive requirements should also be provided.
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